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Untis Express 3

1 Untis Express

1.1 Ribbons

Menu navigation has been completely revised for Untis Express. The system now uses a ribbon-based
GUI familiar from various office packages.

1.2 Arrangement of windows

The basic idea of the new menu navigation system is that the windows that most users require can be
found in the 'Main' category. This is where you can maintain master data and lessons, schedule periods
manually and automatically and launch optimisation.

Specific window layouts have been assigned to menu items in this category so, for example, clicking on
the <Teacher> button will open
- the teacher master data window
- the teacher lessons window
- a teacher timetable

All other windows will be closed.
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You can access all settings via the small arrow located below the yellow cogwheel.

The other menu items (Data entry, Scheduling, Timetable) offer additional windows relating to the topic
concerned.

1.3 Overview timetables

In the past only a single row was displayed as heading for overview timetables. The new check box
option 'Multiple row weekly period' in the column heading now allows e.g. the start and end times of the
individual periods to be arranged one below the other.
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1.4 Diagnosis

The newly created column 'NTP+LunchBr' under item 'Lunch break too long' allows you to display the
total of all periods that are classified as non-teaching periods or lunch breaks for each teacher.

1.5 Cover planning

1.5.1 Cover planning mode background colour_2

The background in cover planning mode is now displayed in a different colour in order to better
differentiate between timetable mode and cover planning mode.
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1.5.2 Substitution suggestion

The substitution suggestion window in Untis 2014 contains a new column – 'Timetable'. It displays the
timetable of teacher colleagues.

The column will display as many periods as the available space allows. If you therefore wish to view
several periods, simply make the column wider using drag&drop.

You can also change the width of the individual timetable cells using drag&drop. Furthermore, right-
clicking on the timetable allows a change to be made in the timetable to the displayed information .
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Note:
The substitution suggestion can also be called in Untis 2014 from the context menu in the timetable.
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1.5.3 Perm. substitute for rm substitutions_2

In the past it permanent substitution was only possible for substitute teachers. It is now possible to
perform permanent room substitutions in the room allocation dialogue where rooms are set absent for a
number of weeks.
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